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Introduction: Following the ad hoc meeting held in ChiangMai 21-22 Jan 2008 and reported in N3379,
some questions arose regarding subjoined forms and variants. This document will discuss subjoined forms
and their variants in Tai Tham. It will also propose the addition of two extra characters for addition to
FPDAM5 (SC2/N3982) as modified by N3379 to address modern use of subjoined forms in Tai Tham. All
character codes listed are in terms of FPDAM5 as modified in N3379. A complete chart may be found in
N3379.
There are a number of subjoined characters in Tai Tham that take two contrastive forms. Examples thare are
already encoded are TAI THAM CONSONANT SIGN MEDIAL LA, TAI THAM CONSONANT SIGN
HIGH RATHA OR LOW PA, TAI THAM CONSONANT SIGN MA and even TAI THAM CONSONANT
SIGN MEDIAL RA. Current analysis that presents these characters as existing due to a single set of spelling
rules while sufficient for their encoding, is somewhat limited. This is higlighted when other subjoined
variants are claimed. It is true that the medial consonants are primarily used as such, and as a result, their
names are adequate for the task. But, for example, the sequence U+1A60 TAI THAM SIGN SAKOT,
U+1A43 TAI THAM LETTER LA may also occur in medial position. The difference is in shape.
As soon as contrast based on shape is exposed the question needs to be raised as to whether these are merely
glyph variants of each other whether across or within the same font. It is not hard to show that the currently
encoded characters need to be separately encoded because they occur in contrast in the same textual
environment (same document with same font) across different words and may also be shown to represent a
consistent spelling. As extra subjoined forms are claimed, the same kinds of tests must be done. This is
harder to achieve because such subjoined forms occur much more rarely and the variants even more rarely
and then to find documents with them contrasting becomes nearly impossible. Two though, are more
common and contrasts may be found in modern documents.
Subjoined Sa: Subjoined High Sa (U+1A60 TAI THAM SIGN SAKOT, U+1A48 TAI THAM LETTER
HIGH SA) takes two forms, both of which may be used in the same text.
This sample taken from A Khün Reader by Anatole Peltier shows the two forms
of subjoined sa. The first, at the end of the first word is the short form and the
second at the start of the second word is the tall form.
The following samples are taken from a Khuen/English dictionary published this year.

On the left we see the short form and the right examples show the long form. In discussion with users of the
script, the differences in character shape for these examples were expressed in terms of spelling rather than
glyph (or style) ariation. This is in distinct contrast to the glyph variation surrounding subjoined nga

(U+1A26 TAI THAM LETTER NGA) where the following two examples are simply glyph variation.
Notice the two forms of subjoined nga. The first at the end of the top line and the second at the
start of the second line. There is a contrast within the same word in the same book between the
second form and a different scan with the first form:
The conclusion is that there are two independent spelling variants for subjoined sa. Of the two, the tall form
is more prevalent and follows a pattern for other subjoined variants that are being claimed, that the tall form
should be the default and be used for the subjoined character sequence (following U+1A60 TAI THAM
SIGN SAKOT).
Subjoined Ba: Subjoined ba (U+1A37 TAI THAM LETTER BA) is shown in N3207R as taking the form of
a small ba below the baseline. But the more common case is that it takes the form listed for a subjoined pha
(U+1A38 TAI THAM LETTER HIGH PHA) which also takes the same form. The subjoined pha only occurs
rarely, in words borrowed from Thai. The form listed for subjoined ba is used only occasionally in one or
two words, but it is clearly a spelling difference. Thus we can compare:
and
The nature of the spelling rules surrounding the two forms of subjoined ba are clear even across language
boundaries. Again we can conclude that there are two independent spelling variants for subjoined ba. Of the
two the second form is by far the most prevalent and should be the one represented by U+1A60 TAI THAM
SIGN SAKOT U+1A37 TAI THAM LETTER BA.
Encoding: Having established the separate variants, how do we encode them? The two alternatives are
separate codes and variant selectors. On one level the variant selector approach is preferable in that it keeps
the strong idea that the variants are in fact variants of the same subjoined characters. But acknowledging the
extra complexity of using variant selectors, it is possible to encode these as simply extra characters in the
block following the lead of the characters listed earlier. It would be wise though to give all of these
characters compatibility decompositions into the sequences they are variants of.
The principle followed in the other characters of this form that have been encoded (apart from those called
MEDIAL) is that the default character is subjoined in the normal way following U+1A60 TAI THAM SIGN
SAKOT and that the irregularity is given its own code.
Recommendation: Add the following two characters:
●

U+1A5D TAI THAM CONSONANT SIGN BA with representative glyph of a small ba (U+1A37
TAI THAM LETTER BA) occuring below a dotted circle

●

U+1A5E TAI THAM CONSONANT SIGN SA with representative glyph of a small sa (U+1A48
TAI THAM LETTER HIGH SA) occurring below a dotted circle.

Issue: How many more of these are going to have to be encoded? On investigation of this phenomenon,
claims were made for another 6 variants of subjoined characters. In searching for evidence to support such
claims it is clear that any that do really need to be encoded are going to be from older texts and while the
variants may gain in popularity, there is no need to rush to support them until clear evidence is found of their
need. Even if and when they are attested it will need to be made clear that these characters are only used
when contrastive spelling is required. This is in contrast to the characters proposed here which will take
standard form regardless of inherent style.
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